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Quickly following Dana Countryman’s most recent album “Girlville!”, comes “The Joy Of Pop”!   
Countryman is known for writing and producing his particular brand of original retro pop, in the style of the ‘60s 
and ‘70s, and this one carries on that pop tradition. Hawaiian radio on-air talent Michael McCartney says “How 
Dana comes up with these songs that easily could have been played on the radio in the ‘60s blows me away!”

Going back over the years, Dana Countryman’s music has been heard on FOX TELEVISION, THE 
ARSENIO HALL SHOW, THE DR. DEMENTO SHOW, THE JERRY LEWIS TELETHON, THE ARTS & 
ENTERTAINMENT NETWORK and others. With various musical 
groups, he’s performed many times in Europe and America. One of 
his songs was featured on Comedy Central’s wacked-out TV series, 
“SOUTH PARK”. 

Comments about “The Joy Of Pop” include:

“Once again, Dana Countryman has delivered a true record of pure 
pop bliss! You will be taken on a journey that will have these songs 
stuck in your head for the rest of your life!”   
 - Michael McCartney, Radio Host of  The Time Machine

“The brightest sunshine you will hear all year!” 
 - Adam Waltemire, Pop Garden Radio

“The songwriting and especially the melodies are top-shelf!” 
 - Probyn Gregory, Brian Wilson Band

Musical guests on “The Joy Of Pop” include Dee Long, guitarist for 
‘70s band, Klaatu.

Gilbert O’Sullivan, Grammy Award-winning singer-songwriter says: 
“Dana’s music calls to mind and fully evokes in an enjoyable way, The Beach Boys and The Carpenters, -- musically 
and harmony-wise, which is no bad comparison!”

“This is bright, bouncy sweet pop music that recalls the Top 40 from 40 years ago. If you are a nostalgic sap like me, 
you’ll love it. Highly Recommended!” - PowerPopaholic.com
 
Jeremy Morris, of JAM Records says:“This is happy Power Pop! Excellent uplifting power pop from the days of 
true innocence and fun!”

“The Joy Of Pop” is available as a physical CD from Amazon.com, and as a digital download from iTunes, and 
other worldwide digital outlets.
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